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CANCER SOLAR FULL MOON RITUAL 
 

In Service of the Christ and the Great Ones for the Full Flowering of Humanity 

 

DAY SEVEN – REGISTRATION AND DISTRIBUTION  

 

ʘ 
  

“CANCER – THE LIGHT WITHIN THE FORM” 

 

“I Build a Lighted House and Therein Dwell” 

 

“THE WHOLE IS SEEN AS ONE” 

 

 

      CANCER                                                 CAPRICORN 
MEDITATION: 
 

◊ Standing in the Life and Beauty of the Cosmos …. breathing the “Breath of Life” … the energy 

of Cancer pouring through the “the Heart of the Sun”. 

 

◊  Let us Be in That space where the Great Breath is Breathing Us – giving of Itself, … life-giving 

strength … luminous Light … and Universal Love, … pouring from the Heart of God … into us – 

through the Chalice of the Crown. 

 

◊ Remembering “the Breath is the Life pouring through all the centers”, we stand in the peaceful 

presence of the Soul … and the wider Soul field, sounding a sacred OM. 

◊ With “intense spiritual aspiration”— in the Mind of Christ, we breathe in pure atoms of light, 

love and life from the higher planes of the Soul (True Soul Self) pouring through the Crown 

Center… and all the Centers … out through the feet “blessing the Earth upon which we walk”.   

◊ Of its own accord, the energy returns Home whence it came as a great fountain of circulating life 

energy.   OM 
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◊ Attuning with the Solar Angel and Angels of Cancer – Capricorn governing the 4th and 10th petals of 

the “Heart in the Head Lotus”… welcome Their Angelic Presence to guide our inner process in Joyful 

Cooperation … and Comprehension.   

OM 

† 

THE SOUL IS GROUP CONSCIOUS 

 

◊ As Souls, we stand in the lighted, loving field of 

the Soul Star Group. ◊ In one unified solar breath, 

simultaneously 'ray forth’ Soul Light, Love and 

Holy Will – Soul to Soul, to all herein gathered ... 

creating one living network of unified Soul 

vibration. ◊ In the next breath of life —whilst 

sounding the sacred WORD, as One Group Soul 

we extend love and light to the Christ standing in 

the Center … remaining open to the return flow 

from the Heart of the Christ. ◊ We sense the 

Group as a living, pulsing, beating Heart – a 

rainbow Sphere filled-full with Soul virtues, Soul 

Ray powers and Christ Love.  ◊ OM 

◊ Through these inclusive, unifying group 

alignments, with the inner Eye of the Soul, 

energy lines and light waves can be sensed (seen, felt or imagined) linking the Soul Star Group 

with Groups worldwide (inner and outer) vibrating in resonance with the "greater GROUP of 

Groups" in Whose Center stands the Christ … infused by Cosmic CHRIST, Solar and Planetary 

Energy. ◊ Let us pause to register the living Presence of the synthesized energy field—surrounded 

and augmented by three extra-planetary Lives and the Lord of the World of Shamballa (of Whom 

Christ is a humble Disciple).   

 

◊ Be affirmed in the Master’s words of the “joy of participation in the Masters' plans” knowing 

“all is well that associates you closely with Them.” 

 

† 
 

“THE WHOLE IS SEEN AS ONE” – One Humanity 

~ Sound the Great Invocation as the Soul Star Group with the Christ ~ 

∞  
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CONTINUING DISTRIBUTION, SOUL REFLECTIONS and DIAMOND SOUL PRACTICES 

 

Third and Final Day Following Cancer Full Moon—Day SEVEN 

 

 

Spirited, spiritual reflection calls upon the 

Soul to “Come Forth and Light the Way” in 

daily living. Let us shine forth as Bearers of 

that Light. 

† 
 

  

On this final day, in simplicity we return to 

the beginning: 

 

“The Light within the Form – the Light of 

Substance Itself” 
 

The Diffused Light of Substance Itself – The 

Dark Light of Matter awaiting stimulation from 

the Light of the Soul 

 

~ Dark Matter is impregnated with Soul Light ~ 

ʘ 

 

DIAMOND SOUL PRACTICES  

 

(Choose one ◊ for today – and end with The Forgotten Song) 

 
“The polar opposite to Capricorn is Cancer and, as you have been taught, these two 
signs are the two great Gates of the zodiac—one opening the door into incarnation, into 
mass life, and into human experience, whilst the other opens the door into the life of the 
spirit, into the life of the Kingdom of God, the life and purposes of the Hierarchy of our 
planet. Cancer admits the soul into the world center which we call Humanity. 
Capricorn admits the soul into conscious participation in the life of that world center 
which we call the Hierarchy. …” (EA, 168/9)  

 

It is “in the relation of these two signs to each other that you get one of the clearest pictures of 

the interplay between the pairs of opposites as they exist in the zodiac …”  (EA, 337) 
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Cancer: “the light within the form ... is the light awaiting the stimulation coming from 

Soul light.”  Capricorn: “the light of initiation … is the light which clears the way to the 

mountaintop, and produces transfiguration, thus revealing the rising sun.”   

 

◊  “It is the focused energy of Cancer which makes it a major magnetic or attractive focal point 

leading to the processes of incarnation.  Through the door of Cancer streams the "magnetic 

magical light which guides the soul into the dark place of experience."  Similarly, it is the 

magical pull of Capricornian energy … of expression and of discipleship Ithat] draws the soul 

steadily away from form life and experience and constitutes that "radiant light which leads the 

soul in safety to the mountain top."   “… in time and space the controlling factor and 

determining condition is the sensitivity of the incarnated soul to form life leading to 

incarnation through the door of Cancer, or to soul life leading to initiation through the door 

of Capricorn.”   (EA, 336)  

 
CONTEMPLATE – see yourself standing in the unified field of these two signs 
experiencing both—the pull to incarnate and the pull to leave form life behind for a still 
greater Calling.  … Which pull is stronger ?  ◊ Dependent upon which gate you entered, 
the Soul direction forward is through the other gate.  

 

◊ ◊ ◊ 
 

◊ “Immortality …is the divine aspect of self-preservation; it is the major conditioning factor 

in the creative process and leads to the whole revelation of evolution, to the recurrent 

appearance of life in form, and to the revelation of life in form. In Capricorn, at the third 

initiation, this life aspect assumes primary importance.”  (EA, 315/6) 

 

Immortality implies the deathless, undying nature and reality of the “Bornless One” – 

of Spirit in expression continuously incarnating.  You are the Bornless One, undying, an 

immortal Life. Affirm and register this Truth, again and again and again.  ◊ Reflect – 

what have you come to learn, to know, to do, to serve, to Be – this time?  
 

◊ “It is in order eventually to negate the space-time concept and to prove it an illusion that 

the door in Cancer opens to the sacrificing, serving soul. Bear this always in mind as you study 

the subject of rebirth.  In themselves, rebirth and reincarnation are misleading terms [whereas] 

"cyclic impulsion," "intelligent purposeful repetition" and "conscious in-breathing and out-

breathing" would describe more accurately this cosmic process. It is, however, difficult for 

you to grasp this idea, for it necessitates the ability to identify oneself with the One Who 

thus breathes—the planetary Logos— …” (EA, 324/5)  ◊ Which term speaks most to you? 
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~ Do this now – identify with the ONE Who thus breathes.   

 

~ Remember The Forgotten Song — remember the Immortal One ~ remember your true 

divine nature ~ remember your purpose —as ‘Lords of Knowledge, Love and 

Compassion, Will and Sacrifice and Ceaseless Persevering Devotion’ —breathe.   
 

OM 

∞ 

 
Closing today, play music from “Cosmos” – Vangelis (on website of Full Moon Day) to the poetry of  

 

" T H E  F O R G O T T E N  S O N G ”  

 

 
 

Reaching deep into the farthest recesses of memory, we move to Remember ~ 

“Beyond the body, beyond the sun and stars, past everything you see and yet somehow 

familiar, is an arc of golden light that stretches as you look into a great and shining circle 
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And all the circle fills with light before your eyes 

The edges of the circle disappear, and what is in i t is no longer contained at all 

The light expands and covers everything, extending to infinity forever shining – with no 

break or limit anywhere.  Within it everything is joined in perfect continuity 

Nor is it possible to imagine that anything could be outside, for there is nowher e that this 

Light is not 

"This is the Vision of the Son of God, whom you know well.  Here is the sight … Who 

knows His Father” and His Mother 

Here is the memory of What you are; a part of This, with all of it within, and joined to all 

as surely as all is joined in you 

Accept the Vision That can show you This, and not the body ’s vision 

You know the ancient Song, and know it well.  Nothing will ever be as dear to you as is 

this ancient hymn of Love the Son of God sings …, still. 

And now the blind can see, for that same song they sing in honor of their Creator gives 

praise to them as well. The blindness that they made will not withstand the memory of this 

Song 

And they will look upon the vision of the Son of God, remembering Who He Is they 

sing Of 

What is a Miracle but this remembering? And who is there in whom this memory lies n ot? 

The Light in one awakens It in All.   And when you see It in your brother, you remember 

for everyone”        (ACIM, Chp 21) 

~ In Meditation Deep, remember the Forgotten Song ~ 

◊ ◊ ◊ 
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~ Dark Matter impregnated with Soul Light –  

Brings the renewing Light of Love and Life  

to Form ~ 

 

OM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

~ Let us ‘never forget to remember’ the Forgotten Song ~  

 

 

 
 

 

Finis 

 

∞ 
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